Weighted Game
New work by Katie Pumphrey

In her first solo exhibition, Weighted Game, Baltimore artist Katie Pumphrey takes on notions of corporeal response. Pondering the primal and automatic – reflex, instinct and impulse – her large scale oil paintings and drawings of subjects in action portray conflict, confrontation and competition. Brisk marks and vigorous strokes animate the images in an exploration of where the carnal and the emotional fuel kinetic energy, struggle and will.

Katie Pumphrey earned her BFA in Painting from MICA in 2009 and most recently was the artist-in-residence at the Creative Alliance. She has also participated in residencies at the Vermont Studio Center and Baltimore’s Gallery Four, where she acted as co-curator. A long distance, open water swimmer, Katie is currently training to swim the English Channel in August 2015.

Weighted Game is on view beginning March 20 through April 24. An opening reception is planned for Friday, March 20, 6-8 pm.

www.katiepumphrey.com
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